Dear Devoted Donors,

Time and again, you’ve stepped forward to help us meet people at their point of greatest need.

You help us feed the hungry, shelter the homeless, clothe and assist folks in crisis, provide companionship to the lonely, and invite everyone to draw closer to God’s love for them.

These are the hallmarks of what you allow us to accomplish. And they are at the very core of The Salvation Army’s 150-year-old mission. It is who we are. As long as human suffering exists in the world, we will continue to offer healing and hope. And we thank you for making that possible.

Some problems, however, are so complex — some needs so great — it’s hard to know how to even begin to help... But we are an Army — called to respond to that which we can see. So we listen for the stirrings of human need. We pray. We discern. And then we MOBILIZE. Today, right here in our community, big challenges exist. Challenges that can devour lives if they are not addressed. And we are MOBILIZED to take action. Will you help us take them on? At the right are some examples. There are a variety of ways to make a gift:

- Donate an outright gift
- Give in honor or in memory of a family member, caregiver or friend
- Give through your donor-advised fund (DAF)
- Donate stock or securities
- Make a planned gift or bequest, or establish an endowed fund
- Leverage matching gifts from your workplace
- Create a matching gift challenge
- Host a special event

Let’s discus how you can go beyond your annual gift to assist us in these larger initiatives. Kindly reach out, anytime. It would be wonderful to hear from you!

All the Best,

Dawn Fleming, CFRE
Donor Relations Director
The Salvation Army - Southern New England Division
855 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, CT 06105
Serving Connecticut and Rhode Island
Office: (860) 702-0037  Cell: (860) 331-0018

PATHWAY OF HOPE
A free life-skills initiative that helps motivated families become more self-sufficient by pairing them with a Salvation Army Case Manager who mentors them regularly for up to 2 years.

Goal: Sustained stability in the areas of employment, housing, education, transportation and relationships.

Numbers served: 20 families per year at each center of service.

Cost: $100,000 per year per Pathway of Hope service location.

Current service: Pathway of Hope operates in Bridgeport, New Haven and Meriden.

Need: Additional funding is needed to expand Pathway of Hope to other cities in need.

ANTI-HUMAN TRAFFICKING
A Survivor Specialist will work one-on-one with survivors of human trafficking.

Goal: To restore dignity and self-sufficiency to victims, through trauma informed counselling with a Survival Specialist.

Numbers served: 12 individuals per year at each location.

Current service: Anti-human trafficking was launched in Greater Hartford, CT, summer 2017.

Need: Additional funding is needed to support Greater Hartford and to expand to other critical cities with high rates of trafficking.

BRIDGING THE GAP
A free life-skills development program for first-time juvenile offenders and at-risk youth, ages 12 to 17 years.

Goal: To maintain the 87% success rate experienced by the same program in Massachusetts (sustained for 6 years) by giving youth the tools needed to make better decisions, break the cycle of violence, improve school performance and build positive relationships.

Numbers served: 30 youth per year at each area of service.

Need: This program needs funding to launch in Greater Hartford, New Haven and Bridgeport.

Jessica first came to The Salvation Army in a state of fearful apprehension. Her unemployment was drawing to a close, and her husband Alberto was out of work. Jessica wanted to ensure some form of steady income in order to provide a stable environment for her two sons, Steven and Cristian. She recalled her initial thought process before entering the Pathway of Hope initiative and said, “We live in a world of what seems like so many necessities that sometimes, we lose sight of what matters. Pathway of Hope has not only empowered me by meeting my personal needs, but has also enhanced my understanding of the importance of family values.”

After working to revise her resume and cover letters with The Salvation Army’s Pathway of Hope case manager, Jessica wasted no time submitting them to multiple employment agencies. Practicing mock interviews with Pathway of Hope staff and following up with every potential employer, Jessica quickly found employment, and stated, “The Pathway of Hope has allowed me the opportunity to be employed for 8 months now since enrolling in the initiative.”

Jessica’s drive and determination simultaneously motivated her husband, who decided to seek training to become a school bus driver. Upon successfully completing the course, he too found employment. “Pathway of Hope also gives us the opportunity to interact with other families that are going through the same or similar situations. We are a family,” Alberto mentioned when thinking back on his experience.

After successfully securing employment, our work with the family was not over. Jessica became focused on additional self-improvement and advancement. She hopes to continue to improve her English, allowing her more professional opportunities. Her case manager shares her excitement and has put her in contact with a local partner and community provider, The Literacy Volunteers, so that she may begin taking English as a Second Language courses this spring.

When a Pathway of Hope caseworker was asked what the best part of her job is she responded, “There is nothing more satisfying than seeing that we can make such a big difference in the lives of the clients we serve. I have been able to see clients glow with pride because they have completed goals, from the most simple to the most complicated.”

This family has no interest in resting on their laurels and it is the intention of The Salvation Army’s Pathway of Hope initiative to journey directly alongside them as they continue to pursue self-improvement.

For more information on Pathway of Hope, go to: ctri.salvationarmy.org/SNE/PathwayOfHope
Dear Friends:

As we look out the window in our home, we can see the changing colors of nature all around us. The rich and diverse colors that signify a change in nature make it a favorite time of year for many of those who live in Connecticut and Rhode Island.

The stories you will read in our newsletter speak about change. The Salvation Army exists for change and we are blessed to see the transformation of the lives of those who participate in our programs every day. Programs like Pathway of Hope work with families suffering from inter-generational poverty. The Adult Rehabilitation Center program brings the possibility of change for so many who suffer from alcohol or drug addiction, including Brandon, whose inspiring story has touched the lives of many. The Salvation Army’s Anti-Human Trafficking Bloom Initiative seeks to rescue, restore and reintegrate survivors, offering them safe housing, strategies to regain self-sufficiency and a sense of safety.

The season also thrusts us into our Red Kettle Campaign in which so many of our citizens are given the opportunity to be a part of the change in people’s lives through their generous donations. For many Salvation Army centers, this is their major fundraiser and you will read how programs are made possible through this campaign.

As you consider how to partner with us in making change possible in so many lives, you may feel that you want to go beyond your personal donation by giving of your time to our Christmas efforts. We will share how you can volunteer and transform the lives of those in need in your community. It may even be life-changing for you!

Finally, I want to thank you for partnering with us and making change possible for someone who will come to one of our centers during this season. “We can’t help everyone, but everyone can help someone.” — Ronald Reagan.

Blessings!

Majors Jorge L. and Limaris Marzán
Southern New England Divisional Leaders

—

Slavery did not end with abolition in the 19th century. In fact, it is a thriving industry...

And it is happening right here — in our own backyard — in salons and hotels, domestic and restaurant work, bars and strip clubs, in sweatshops and in commercial and street prostitution.

Your help is needed to assist The Salvation Army in providing trauma-informed, comprehensive services to rescue, restore and reintegrate survivors of all forms of human trafficking...

Adults who are desperate to tell us how they were duped by unscrupulous entities offering to help them. Once they realize that the offer that was “too good to be true” IS UNTRUE — it’s too late. And they become enslaved by their “employers.”

Loving selflessly, as Jesus loves — without exception or limit — The Salvation Army’s Anti-Human Trafficking Initiative Survivor Specialist will work one-on-one with survivors to offer safe housing, strategies to regain self-sufficiency and a sense of safety.

We believe that the abuse and exploitation of human beings through any form of human-trafficking is an offense against humankind and against God.

We need good people like you to join the fight.

If you would like to stand shoulder to shoulder with the Army to heal broken lives and broken hearts by making a gift, that will be matched, in support of this Initiative or if you have questions, please contact:

Dawn Fleming, CFRE
Donor Relations Director
Dawn.Fleming@USE.SalvationArmy.org
(860) 331-0018 Mobile
(860) 702-0037 Office

YOU can help restore the lives of innocents who have been trafficked AND have your donation MATCHED — INSTANTLY!

Bloom Initiative Survivor Specialist will work one-on-one with survivors to offer safe housing, strategies to regain self-sufficiency and a sense of safety.

Your gift to The Salvation Army’s Anti-Human Trafficking Bloom Initiative will be MATCHED — dollar for dollar — by a generous couple who has committed $150,000 to launch this important initiative in Greater Hartford, Connecticut. There is no limit to what you can give. And it will go to work right away to assist survivors — every penny.
**CHRISTMAS ASSISTANCE**

The Salvation Army’s signature Red Kettles, manned by bell-ringers like you, can be spotted at numerous stores throughout Connecticut and Rhode Island. This is The Salvation Army’s biggest fundraiser. All of the funds generated through this event stay in the respective communities to support our Christmas assistance and other emergency assistance programs. This campaign represents the community spirit of giving at its best — through the funds that are raised and the hundreds of volunteers who make it possible.

If you live in Connecticut or Rhode Island and would like to get involved with either of the following programs, please contact your nearest location. Contact information is available on our website: ctr.salsalvationarmy.org

**HOLIDAY PROGRAMS**

**Give Us A Ring!**

Giving to others is so much better than receiving when you know families are hurting — especially during the Christmas holidays. By volunteering to be a bell ringer at a Red Kettle for just a few hours, you or your service group will make a huge difference.

**Angel Tree and Adopt-a-Family**

The Salvation Army provides various types of help through its holiday assistance including Angel Tree and Adopt-a-Family programs to serve people who are less fortunate.

For more details on Adopt-a-Family: ctr.salsalvationarmy.org/SNE/AdoptFamily
For more details on Angel Tree: ctr.salsalvationarmy.org/SNE/AngelTree

**SOME PEOPLE’S LEGACIES ARE ENGRAVED ON MONUMENTS ... YOURS CAN BE WRITTEN ON LIVES.**

Are you considering including The Salvation Army in your will or trust? If so, it’s important that you include specific language in your legal instrument. When you use the proper wording, you will designate your gift so that it fulfills your wishes and honors your charitable intent.

Whether by will, trust, transfer on death or some other vehicle, gifts made to The Salvation Army with multi-affiliate situations, branches and parent bodies need to be very clear when a gift is intended for restricted purpose. Without specific language, these gifts will be allocated to the parent body as unrestricted gifts.

The traditional Red Kettle is an integral part of the Christmas scene, with millions of dollars donated each year to aid needy families, seniors and the homeless.

The Salvation Army recognizes that holidays can bring added financial and emotional stress for families in need. Donations and financial assistance provide Christmas dinners, clothing and toys for families in Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Volunteers distribute gifts to hospitals, shut-ins and nursing homes. Shelters are open for sit-down dinners as well. The Salvation Army endeavors to bring spiritual light to those it serves at Christmas so the real meaning of the season is not forgotten. Many families receive aid over a period of months after the Christmas season.

To learn more about proper wording in your will or trust or to schedule your free, no obligation review of your estate plan, please call our Office of Planned Giving. We’ll help you ensure your legacy gift is used as you intend.

Michael Afflitto CAP®
Director of Planned Giving
Michael.Afflitto@use.salvationarmy.org
Mobile: 860-882-7101
Office: 860-702-0070

A HERO THEN AND A HERO NOW

Norman and his wife Hannah have been dedicated volunteers at The Salvation Army for decades. He was a member of the Army’s pipe band where he played for over 64 years. He also dedicated much of his free time to building and maintaining the Manchester Citadel. He even built a stand for the “Book of Remembrance” that is currently still on display, as well as an altar for the Manchester Citadel prior to its most recent renovation.

In 1943, when Norman was 19 years old, he followed in his father’s footsteps and enlisted into the Engineer Combat Battalion division of the army. Norman recalled his first experiences saying, “We were on the big hill up on the coast of England and could see all the boats down in the channel, so we knew the invasion was going to be pretty close.”

Norman and his peers were responsible for constructing the General Flodge Bridge, which was located in-between the Bond Bridge and Remagen Bridge in Germany. Norman and his fellow soldiers found themselves in constant danger while constructing bridges and other structures in the middle of a war zone. Norman stated, “I often thought, What did I get myself into?”

After being badly burned in an accident, Norman was moved around to various hospitals where he stayed for short visits. When he recalls arriving at one hospital, “All I could see were these mummy-like figures. There were guys that were all burned, their heads were all bandaged up, their ears and noses were burned off and all you could see were their eyes.”

Norman shared with us how The Salvation Army helped him while overseas. “The Salvation Army was very present in England. They were very good to us and were the only ones that really helped us out! They supplied us with all types of food, clothes, and toiletries. Everyone loved the Salvation Army!”

If you have any questions about matching gifts, please contact:
Lisa Cretella, Director of Development
Lisa.Cretella@use.salvationarmy.org
(860) 702-0030

Did You Know Many Companies Have Matching Gift Programs?

Many companies match gifts of cash, securities and/or spouses.

Each year, matching gift funds ensure people are fed, children can experience camp and families can transcend poverty. If you want to double or triple your donation, initiate the process with your employer. We will handle the verification of your gift and process any required paperwork.

If you have any questions about matching gifts, please contact:
Lisa Cretella, Director of Development
Lisa.Cretella@use.salvationarmy.org
(860) 702-0030
Clarus Cares!

On May 18, 2017, Clarus Commerce, a company based in Rocky Hill, CT, partnered with The Salvation Army in Meriden to transform their space into a bright, cheerful community atmosphere. Clarus Commerce has created Clarus Cares, which provides opportunities for their employees to lend a helping hand to people, causes, and organizations in surrounding towns and cities.

The Meriden Salvation Army saw that Clarus Cares is truly an understatement after witnessing their heart and dedication to the Meriden Community. Clarus Commerce provided more than 60 volunteers who worked on various tasks around The Salvation Army throughout the day. They sorted boxes from the Stamp Out Hunger food drive sponsored by the United States Post Office. Others pulled weeds, raked leaves and planted colorful flowers, giving the building a pop of color! And another group painted the gathering space where meals are shared and stories are told.

Community College of Rhode Island’s Dental Hygiene seniors partnered with Oregon Tech to hold Community Day on Wednesday, May 3. The event provided dental treatments to Newport County residents including cleanings, fluoride, oral cancer screenings, nutritional counseling, oral hygiene instruction and more. Among those treated were clients from the Newport, RI Salvation Army Soup Kitchen.

Program Director Kathleen Gazzola and ten senior dental students welcomed Brigitte Coates, a hygienist and student mentor from the Naval Station Newport. She helped to orchestrate Community Day with CCRI Dental Hygiene seniors. Brigitte has been a Salvation Army Soup Kitchen Client. She even went out to buy a bike when she noticed one brother received one and the other did not.

After their 2 hours of service, the CCRI dental clinic offered lunch to the clients and shared used clothing that they had collected.

Clients were thrilled with the service and event. Lita, one of the soup kitchen clients said, “This was the first time I had a dental cleaning in the last 20 years!” Lita also mentioned how impressed she was with the quality of the clinic’s dental service and its welcoming atmosphere.

The Salvation Army in Newport and CCRI in Lincoln, RI plan to continue having this event every year and hope to include Providence and Pawtucket.

Dental Hygiene Clinic Helps Soup Kitchen Clients in Newport, RI

Brandon was born into a family in which his father was an alcoholic and his mother was a prostitute who struggled with an addiction to cocaine. Brandon was neglected and forced to learn from the environment around him. He began drinking at the age of eight and by the time he was ten years old, he started to get high on cocaine. “I found that the only way I could be social with people was to be under the influence of some substance.”

Brandon’s substance abuse led him to become homeless, and while living on the streets, he was attacked and nearly beaten to death. His injuries were extensive and included losing multiple teeth and the loss of mobility in his left hand. Brandon also needed to have metal plates inserted in his head and hands and fell into a coma twice. He said, “I remember the pain I went through and would never want to go through any of that again.”

After dwelling in the darkness of substance abuse for 15 years, Brandon realized it was time for a change. “I just woke up one day and heard God. I knew I had to surrender.” Soon after, Brandon enrolled himself in a detox program and was transferred to The Salvation Army’s Adult Rehabilitation Center in Hartford, CT.

From that day, Brandon’s life was renewed. He said he wanted people to know, “Life can be so great if you give it a chance. Don’t give up before your miracle happens because I am one of those miracles.”

Brandon’s Redemption Story

View Brandon’s story: tinyurl.com/BrandonARC

The Salvation Army’s Adult Rehabilitation Center is funded by donations made to the Family Stores. To donate to The Salvation Army’s Family Store, visit: SATruck.org or call 1-800-SA-TRUCK today!

View the Clarus Cares video: tinyurl.com/ClarusCares

This volunteer experience proves that when it comes to volunteerism, everyone involved benefits. To become a Salvation Army volunteer, visit: tinyurl.com/SalvationArmyVolunteerForm
Community College of Rhode Island’s Dental Hygiene seniors partnered with Oregon Tech to hold Community Day on Wednesday, May 3. The event provided dental treatments to Newport County residents including cleanings, fluoride, oral cancer screenings, nutritional counseling, oral hygiene instruction and more. Among those treated were clients from the Newport, RI Salvation Army Soup Kitchen.

Program Director Kathleen Gazzola and ten senior dental students welcomed Brigitte Coates, a hygienist and student mentor from the Naval Station Newport. She helped to orchestrate Community Day with CCRI Dental Hygiene seniors. Brigitte has been a Salvation Army Soup Kitchen volunteer since last year, sorting Christmas toys and serving at the soup kitchen with her two daughters.

She even went out to buy a bike when she noticed one brother received one and the other did not.

After their 2 hours of service, the CCRI dental clinic offered lunch to the clients and shared used clothing that they had collected.

Clients were thrilled with the service and event. Lita, one of the soup kitchen clients said, “This was the first time I had a dental cleaning in the last 20 years!” Lita also mentioned how impressed she was with the quality of the clinic’s dental service and its welcoming atmosphere.

The Salvation Army in Newport and CCRI in Lincoln, RI plan to continue having this event every year and hope to include Providence and Pawtucket.

Clarus Cares!

On May 18, 2017, Clarus Commerce, a company based in Rocky Hill, CT, partnered with The Salvation Army in Meriden to transform their space into a bright, cheerful community atmosphere. Clarus Commerce has created Clarus Cares, which provides opportunities for their employees to lend a helping hand to people, causes, and organizations in surrounding towns and cities.

The Meriden Salvation Army saw that Clarus Cares is truly an understatement after witnessing their heart and dedication to the Meriden Community. Clarus Commerce provided more than 60 volunteers who worked on various tasks around The Salvation Army throughout the day. They sorted boxes from the Stamp Out Hunger food drive sponsored by the United States Post Office. Others pulled weeds, raked leaves and planted colorful flowers, giving the building a pop of color! And another group painted the gathering space where meals are shared and stories are told.

Lieutenant LeNissa Rivera said, “The Clarus Cares day was by far one of the most fulfilling experiences that I have had since my arrival here in Meriden. The volunteers went above and beyond what I ever expected for this project. The Salvation Army in Meriden relies heavily on the generosity of its volunteers, and Clarus Commerce is right up there with the best!”

Erica Wilson, who was charged with planning the event for Clarus Commerce, shared a similar thought, “My team thoroughly enjoyed volunteering at The Salvation Army. Lieutenant LeNissa, Kathy and their staff were gracious hosts in welcoming us to their site and providing a better understanding of what their organization does. It was rewarding to provide hands-on help and really see the impact. Thank you for this experience!”

Brandon was born into a family in which his father was an alcoholic and his mother was a prostitute who struggled with an addiction to cocaine. Brandon was neglected and forced to learn from the environment around him. He began drinking at the age of eight and by the time he was ten years old, he started to get high on cocaine. “I found that the only way I could be social with people was to be under the influence of some substance.”

Brandon’s substance abuse led him to become homeless, and while living on the streets, he was attacked and nearly beaten to death. His injuries were extensive and included losing multiple teeth and the loss of mobility in his left hand. Brandon also needed to have metal plates inserted in his head and hands and fell into a coma twice. He said, “I remember the pain I went through and would never want to go through any of that again.”

After dwelling in the darkness of substance abuse for 15 years, Brandon realized it was time for a change. “I just woke up one day and heard God. I knew I had to surrender.” Soon after, Brandon enrolled himself in a detox program and was transferred to The Salvation Army’s Adult Rehabilitation Center in Hartford, CT.

From that day, Brandon’s life was renewed. He said he wanted people to know, “Life can be so great if you give it a chance. Don’t give up before your miracle happens because I am one of those miracles.”

Brandon’s Redemption Story

View Brandon’s story: tinyurl.com/BrandonARC

The Salvation Army’s Adult Rehabilitation Center is funded by donations made to the Family Stores. To donate to The Salvation Army’s Family Store, visit: SATruck.org or call 1-800-SA-TRUCK today!

View the Clarus Cares video: tinyurl.com/ClarusCares

This volunteer experience proves that when it comes to volunteerism, everyone involved benefits. To become a Salvation Army volunteer, visit: tinyurl.com/SalvationArmyVolunteerForm

View Brandon’s story:

Brandon’s Redemption Story
If you live in Connecticut or Rhode Island and would like to get involved with either of the following programs, please contact your nearest location. Contact information is available on our website: ctri.salvationarmy.org

**Holiday Programs**

**Give Us A Ring!**

Giving to others is so much better than receiving when you know families are hurting — especially during the Christmas holidays. By volunteering to be a bell ringer at a Red Kettle for just a few hours, you or your service group will make a huge difference.

**Angel Tree and Adopt-a-Family**

The Salvation Army provides various types of help through its holiday assistance including Angel Tree and Adopt-a-Family programs to serve people who are less fortunate.

**Some People’s Legacies are Engraved on Monuments . . . Yours Can be Written on Lives.**

Are you considering including The Salvation Army in your will or trust? If so, it’s important that you include specific language in your legal instrument. When you use the proper wording, you will designate your gift so that it fulfills your wishes and honors your charitable intent.

Whether by will, trust, transfer on death or some other vehicle, gifts made to The Salvation Army with multi-affiliate situations, branches and parent bodies need to be very clear when a gift is intended for restricted purpose. Without specific language, these gifts will be allocated to the parent body as unrestricted gifts.

Michael Afflitto CAP®
Director of Planned Giving
Michael.Afflitto@use.salvationarmy.org
Mobile: 860-882-7101
Office: 860-702-0070

**Did You Know Many Companies Have Matching Gift Programs?**

Many companies match gifts of cash, securities and volunteer hours, dollar-for-dollar, while others match at ratios as high as four-to-one! Certain companies match gifts made by retirees and/or spouses.

Each year, matching gift funds ensure people are fed, children can experience camp and families can transcend poverty. If you want to double or triple your donation, initiate the process with your employer. We will handle the verification of your gift and process any required paperwork.

If you have any questions about matching gifts, please contact:
Lisa Cretella, Director of Development
Lisa.Cretella@use.salvationarmy.org
(860) 702-0030

**Norman’s Story:**

**A Hero Then and A Hero Now**

Norman Manchester was a member of the Engineer Combat Battalion division of the army. Norman recalled his first experiences saying, “We were on the big hill up on the coast of England and could see all the boats down in the channel, so we knew the invasion was going to be pretty close.”

In 1943, when Norman was 19 years old, he followed in his father’s footsteps and enlisted into The Salvation Army’s signature Red Kettles, manned by bell-ringers like you, can be spotted at numerous stores throughout Connecticut and Rhode Island. This is The Salvation Army’s biggest fundraiser. All of the funds generated through this event stay in the respective communities to support our Christmas assistance and other emergency assistance programs. This campaign represents the community spirit of giving at its best — through the funds that are raised and the hundreds of volunteers who make it possible.

The Salvation Army recognizes that holidays can bring added financial and emotional stress for families in need. Donations and financial assistance provide Christmas dinners, clothing and toys for families in Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Volunteers distribute gifts to hospitals, shut-ins and nursing homes. Shelters are open for sit-down dinners as well. The Salvation Army endeavors to bring spiritual light to those it serves at Christmas so the real meaning of the season is not forgotten. Many families receive aid over a period of months after the Christmas season.

The traditional Red Kettle is an integral part of the Christmas scene, with millions of dollars donated each year to aid needy families, seniors and the homeless.

**For more details on Adopt-a-Family:** ctri.salvationarmy.org/SNE/AdoptFamily

**For more details on Angel Tree:** ctri.salvationarmy.org/SNE/AngelTree

The Salvation Army’s signature Red Kettles, manned by bell-ringers like you, can be spotted at numerous stores throughout Connecticut and Rhode Island. This is The Salvation Army’s biggest fundraiser. All of the funds generated through this event stay in the respective communities to support our Christmas assistance and other emergency assistance programs. This campaign represents the community spirit of giving at its best — through the funds that are raised and the hundreds of volunteers who make it possible.

Norman and his wife Hannah have been dedicated volunteers at The Salvation Army for decades. He was a member of the Army’s pipe band where he played for over 64 years. He also dedicated much of his free time to building and maintaining the Manchester Citadel. He even built a stand for the “Book of Remembrance” that is currently still on display, as well as an altar for the Manchester Citadel prior to its most recent renovation.

In 1943, when Norman was 19 years old, he followed in his father’s footsteps and enlisted into the Engineer Combat Battalion division of the army. Norman recalled his first experiences saying, “We were on the big hill up on the coast of England and could see all the boats down in the channel, so we knew the invasion was going to be pretty close.”

Norman and his peers were responsible for constructing the General Hodge Bridge, which was located in-between the Bond Bridge and Remagen Bridge in Germany. Norman and his fellow soldiers found themselves in constant danger while constructing bridges and other structures in the middle of a war zone. Norman stated, “I often thought, What did I get myself into?”

After being badly burned in an accident, Norman was moved around to various hospitals where he stayed for short visits. When he recalls arriving at one hospital, “All I could see were these mummy-like figures. There were guys that were all burned, their heads were all bandaged up, their ears and noses were burned off and all you could see were their eyes.”

Norman shared with us how The Salvation Army helped him while overseas. “The Salvation Army was very present in England. They were very good to us and were the only ones that really helped us out! They supplied us with all types of food, clothes, and toiletries. Everyone loved the Salvation Army!”

Many companies match gifts of cash, securities and volunteer hours, dollar-for-dollar, while others match at ratios as high as four-to-one! Certain companies match gifts made by retirees and/or spouses.

Each year, matching gift funds ensure people are fed, children can experience camp and families can transcend poverty. If you want to double or triple your donation, initiate the process with your employer. We will handle the verification of your gift and process any required paperwork.

If you have any questions about matching gifts, please contact:
Lisa Cretella, Director of Development
Lisa.Cretella@use.salvationarmy.org
(860) 702-0030

**To learn more about proper wording in your legal instrument, please call our Office of Planned Giving. We’ll help you ensure your legacy gift is used as you intend.**

**To view Norman’s story:**

tinyurl.com/NormManchester
Dear Friends:

As we look out the window in our home, we can see the changing colors of nature all around us. The rich and diverse colors that signify a change in nature make it a favorite time of year for many of those who live in Connecticut and Rhode Island.

The stories you will read in our newsletter speak about change. The Salvation Army exists for change and we are blessed to see the transformation of the lives of those who participate in our programs every day. Programs like Pathway of Hope work with families suffering from inter-generational poverty. The Adult Rehabilitation Center program brings the possibility of change for so many who suffer from alcohol or drug addiction, including Brandon, whose inspiring story has touched the lives of many. The Salvation Army’s Anti-Human Trafficking Bloom Initiative seeks to rescue, restore and reintegrate survivors, offering them safe housing, strategies to regain self-sufficiency and a sense of safety.

The season also thrusts us into our Red Kettle Campaign in which so many of our citizens are given the opportunity to be a part of the change in people’s lives through their generous donations. For many Salvation Army centers, this is their major fundraiser and you will read how programs are made possible through this campaign.

As you consider how to partner with us in making change possible in so many lives, you may feel that you want to go beyond your personal donation by giving of your time to our Christmas efforts. We will share how you can volunteer and transform the lives of those in need in your community. It may even be life-changing for you!

Finally, I want to thank you for partnering with us and making change possible for someone who will come to one of our centers during this season. “We can’t help everyone, but everyone can help someone.” — Ronald Reagan.

Blessings!

Majors Jorge L. and Limaris Marzán
Southern New England Divisional Leaders

YOU can help restore the lives of innocents who have been trafficked AND have your donation MATCHED — Instantly!

Slavery did not end with abolition in the 19th century. In fact, it is a thriving industry . . .

And it is happening right here — in our own backyard — in salons and hotels, domestic and restaurant work, bars and strip clubs, in sweatshops and in commercial and street prostitution.

Your help is needed to assist The Salvation Army in providing trauma-informed, comprehensive services to rescue, restore and reintegrate survivors of all forms of human trafficking . . .

Adults who are desperate to tell us how they were duped by unscrupulous entities offering to help them. Once they realize that the offer that was “too good to be true” IS UNTRUE — it’s too late. And they become enslaved by their “employers.”

Loving selflessly, as Jesus loves — without exception or limit — The Salvation Army’s Anti-Human Trafficking Initiative Survivor Specialist will work one-on-one with survivors to offer safe housing, strategies to regain self-sufficiency and a sense of safety.

We believe that the abuse and exploitation of human beings through any form of human-trafficking is an offense against humankind and against God.

We need good people like you to join the fight.

If you would like to stand shoulder to shoulder with the Army to heal broken lives and broken hearts by making a gift, that will be matched, in support of this Initiative or if you have questions, please contact:

Dawn Fleming, CFRE
Donor Relations Director
Dawn.Fleming@USE.SalvationArmy.org
(860) 331-0018 Mobile
(860) 702-0037 Office

YOU can help restore the lives of innocents who have been trafficked AND have your donation MATCHED — Instantly!

Bloom Initiative Survivor Specialist will work one-on-one with survivors to offer safe housing, strategies to regain self-sufficiency and a sense of safety.

From the bottom of our hearts, we thank you for your generosity and compassion.

Dawn Fleming, CFRE
Donor Relations Director
Dawn.Fleming@USE.SalvationArmy.org
(860) 331-0018 Mobile
(860) 702-0037 Office
Will You Help Us Do More Good?

Dear Devoted Donors,

Time and again, you’ve stepped forward to help us meet people at their point of greatest need.

You help us feed the hungry, shelter the homeless, cloth and assist folks in crisis, provide companionship to the lonely, and invite everyone to draw closer to God’s love for them.

These are the hallmarks of what you allow us to accomplish. And they are at the very core of The Salvation Army’s 150-year-old mission. It is who we are. As long as human suffering exists in the world, we will continue to offer healing and hope. And we thank you for making that possible.

Some problems, however, are so complex — some needs so great — it’s hard to know how to even begin to help . . .

But we are an Army — called to respond to that which we can. So we listen for the stirrings of human need. We pray. We discern. And then we MOBILIZE. Today, right here in our community, big challenges exist. Challenges that can devour lives if they are not addressed. And we are MOBILIZED to take action. Will you help us take them on? At the right are some examples.

There are a variety of ways to make a gift:

- Host a special event
- Leverage matching gifts from your workplace
- Give through your donor-advised fund (DAF)
- Give in honor or in memory of a family member, caregiver or friend
- Donate an outright gift
- Donate stock or securities
- Make a planned gift or bequest, or establish an endowed fund
- Leverage matching gifts from your workplace
- Create a matching gift challenge
- Host a special event

Let’s discuss how you can go beyond your annual gift to assist us in these larger initiatives. Kindly reach out, anytime. It would be wonderful to hear from you!

All the Best,

Dawn Fleming, CFRE
Donor Relations Director
The Salvation Army - Southern New England Division
855 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, CT 06105
Serving Connecticut and Rhode Island
Office: (860) 702-0037  Cell: (860) 331-0018
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PATHWAY OF HOPE
A free life-skills initiative that helps motivated families become more self-sufficient by pairing them with a Salvation Army Case Manager who mentors them regularly for up to 2 years.

Goal: Sustained stability in the areas of employment, housing, education, transportation and relationships.

Numbers served: 20 families per year at each center of service.

Cost: $100,000 per year per Pathway of Hope service location.

Current service: Pathway of Hope operates in Bridgeport, New Haven and Meriden.

Need: Additional funding is needed to expand Pathway of Hope to other cities in need.

ANTI-HUMAN TRAFFICKING
A Survivor Specialist will work one-on-one with survivors of human trafficking.

Goal: To restore dignity and self-sufficiency to victims, through trauma informed counselling with a Survival Specialist.

Numbers served: 12 individuals per year at each location.

Current service: Anti-human trafficking was launched in Greater Hartford, CT, summer 2017.

Need: Additional funding is needed to support Greater Hartford and to expand to other critical cities with high rates of trafficking.

BRIDGING THE GAP
A free life-skills development program for first-time juvenile offenders and at-risk youth, ages 12 to 17 years.

Goal: To maintain the 87% success rate experienced by the same program in Massachusetts (sustained for 6 years) by giving youth the tools needed to make better decisions, break the cycle of violence, improve school performance and build positive relationships.

Numbers served: 30 youth per year at each area of service.

Need: This program needs funding to launch in Greater Hartford, New Haven and Bridgeport.

Jessica first came to The Salvation Army in a state of fearful apprehension. Her unemployment was drawing to a close, and her husband Alberto was out of work. Jessica wanted to ensure some form of steady income in order to provide a stable environment for her two sons, Steven and Cristian. She recalled her initial thought process before entering the Pathway of Hope initiative and said, “We live in a world of what seems like so many necessities that sometimes, we lose sight of what matters. Pathway of Hope has not only empowered me by meeting my personal needs, but has also enhanced my understanding of the importance of family values.”

After working to revise her resume and cover letters with The Salvation Army’s Pathway of Hope case manager, Jessica wasted no time submitting them to multiple employment agencies. Practicing mock interviews with Pathway of Hope staff and following up with every potential employer, Jessica quickly found employment, and stated, “The Pathway of Hope has allowed me the opportunity to be employed for 8 months now since enrolling in the initiative.”

Jessica’s drive and determination simultaneously motivated her husband, who decided to seek training to become a school bus driver. Upon successfully completing the course, he too found employment. “Pathway of Hope also gives us the opportunity to interact with other families that are going through the same or similar situations. We are a family,” Alberto mentioned when thinking back on his experience.

After successfully securing employment, our work with the family was not over. Jessica became focused on additional self-improvement and advancement. She hopes to continue to improve her English, allowing her more professional opportunities. Her case manager shares her excitement and has put her in contact with a local partner and community provider, The Literacy Volunteers, so that she may begin taking English as a Second Language courses this spring.

When a Pathway of Hope caseworker was asked what the best part of her job is she responded, “There is nothing more satisfying than seeing that we can make such a big difference in the lives of the clients we serve. I have been able to see clients glow with pride because they have completed goals, from the most simple to the most complicated.”

This family has no interest in resting on their laurels and it is the intention of The Salvation Army’s Pathway of Hope initiative to journey directly alongside them as they continue to pursue self-improvement.

For more information on Pathway of Hope, go to: ctri.salvationarmy.org/SNE/PathwayOfHope

You can make a difference!